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• SISO Standardization Efforts
• Technical Challenge
• Demonstration System Requirements
• Initial Proposed Demonstration System





The following standards have progressed to Product Development status:
– Base Object Model (BOM) Interface Specification
– Coalition - Battle Management Language (C-BML)
– Core Manufacturing Simulation Data
– Commercial Off-the-Shelf Simulation Package Interoperability
– Distributed Interactive Simulation Extension
– Environmental Data Representation Standards
– High Level Architecture (HLA)-Evolved
– Link 11 A/B Network Simulation Standard
– Link-16 Simulation Standard
– Military Scenario Definition Language
– Real-Time Platform Reference (RPR Federation Object Model (FOM)
– Simulation Reference Markup Language (SRML)
– Verification, Validation and Accreditation Overlay to Federation Development




¾Develop a composite demonstration environment…
– For demonstrating implementations of emerging 
standards to educate the community about the new 
standard and to show the benefit gained for system 
interoperability from its introduction
– For development of demonstrations and prototypes to 
present the concept and value to the community of new 
standards initiatives
– For compliance testing planned for the proposed 
standard





¾ Show a how several SISO standards can interplay 
in the same environment.
¾ Reuse and integrate current test beds for the 
selected standards
¾ Define scenario that 
– reflects properties of being complex, but 
– is still easy to understand
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Initial Proposed Demonstration System
• Selected Components
• Base Object Model (BOM)
• Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML)
• Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) – Extensible 
Markup Language (DIS-XML)
• Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL)
• Simulation Reference Markup Language (SRML)














































































BOM Palette - x

















BOM – A piece part of a 
conceptual model, 
simulation object model, or 
federation object model, 
which can be used as a 
building block in the 
development and/or 




































HLA Object Class Attributes
HLA Object Classes
HLA Interaction Classes











Base Object Model (BOM) Structure
Essential metadata 
needed so that
the BOM can 
be described, 
discovered 
and properly reused 
Conceptual entities
and the events which
occur among those















and datatypes used 





















































HLA Object Class Attributes
HLA Object Classes
HLA Interaction Classes
HLA Interaction Class Parameters
HLA Interaction Classes
HLA Data Types












We also found a logical connection between the 
“patterns of interplay” being represented by 
the RPR FOM (going back to DIS PDU families) 
and the “HLA Interaction classes” that were 
defined. So we decided to keep the interaction 





































We found the easy thing to do was pull out 
the HLA object classes into object groupings.













Federation Activities Federate Capability
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What it is / What it isn’t?
Interface
– essential elements provided by a 
component or piece-part
• Conceptual Model





– HLA Object Classes
– HLA Interactions Classes
• Model Mappings
– Template standard (SISO PDG)
– language neutral notation (XML)
Implementation
– Component / piece-part functionality 
captured / contained independently
– Examples…
• Source code / federate code, 
• Interpreted code 
– SRML / JavaScript
• Byte Code (java)
• Binary Object 
– Windows DLL,
– COM (ActiveX),
– Unix DSO, or
Benefits of interface/implementation separation
– allows BOMs to serve as building blocks for supporting composability
– Includes the composition of 
• object models, 
• federate capabilities, and / or
• federation agreements
– Not only for HLA!
BOM BCI
BOMs however can 




Coalition Battle Management Language 
(C-BML)
An unambiguous language for expressing orders, 
commands, requests, and reports that can be understood 
and acted upon by live (real), constructive (simulated), and 















Coalition Battle Management Language 
(C-BML)




















Distributed Interactive Simulation –








format and protocol, but 
information not readily 
available to non-DIS 
applications
Opens the information in





Military Scenario Definition Language 
(MSDL)
¾Mechanism for loading military scenarios
¾Scenarios can be shared between simulations and C4I
¾Improve scenario consistency between federated simulations 
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Military Scenario Definition Language
(MSDL)
¾MSDL is defined by an XML Schema describing:
– Options: Identify task organizations, data standards being used and application specific options 
– Environment: Time, terrain, weather, astronomy, and METOC graphics.
– Force Structure: Specifies the sides of the battle to which specific forces are aligned.
– Task Organizations: Identify units and equipment, where equipment generally equates to 
entities in a simulation.  
– Installations: Identify military facilities.
– Overlays: Provide a mechanism for linking Tactical Graphics to specific Overlays or Layers to 
be placed on a tactical map display. 
– Tactical Graphics: Provide the definition of control measures (by referencing particular 
Overlay entries).
– Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) Graphics: MOOTW symbol 
modifiers as defined in MIL-STD-2525B.
– Threats: Specify non-military (threat) organizations, including characterization of the effects of 
threat-based actions/activities.
– Plan: Provides descriptive information on the scenario as well as executable courses of action.  
Information includes an executive summary of the Operations Order (OPORD), scenario 
objectives, references to doctrine, and planning documents.
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Simulation Reference Markup Language 
(SRML)
¾General purpose, XML-based language and 
framework for precise, unambiguous, and executable 
descriptions of model behavior
¾Engine description uses the same language-
independent features afforded by a common web 
browser
Add simulation behavior, load, and 
execute arbitrary XML documents
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SRML is patterned after HTML,






















































¾Potential benefits from using SRML include:
– Reduced cost
– More accessibility
– Interoperability through interchange





¾Objective: Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection (AT/FP) of a 
harbor 
¾Features: One or more unmanned surface vehicles (USVs), 
unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), unmanned undersea vehicles 
(UUVs), and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) 
¾Mission: To create a layered defense by patrolling a 
protected area and alerting response teams (also unmanned, 
for purposes of this scenario) when a contact is identified as  
suspect or hostile  
¾Rationale: Such a scenario has clear implications to military 
planners as well as cross-over into the public Homeland 
Security arena.  Whether live or simulated, robotic forces use 
precisely the same set of orders. 
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Roles of Selected Standards
BOM – conceptual modeling of each of the entities (robotic 
platforms) and specification of interactions (patterns of 
interplay) among the entities; identification of object classes 
and interactions classes that can be used (mapped to 
conceptual model)
C-BML – specification of the orders given to each of the 
robotic platforms, either as scripted behaviors or goal-directed 
tasks
DIS-XML – runtime state updates that can be used for 




Roles of Selected Standards (cont’d)
MSDL – description of all initialization data regarding the 
locale, forces, force structures, environment, control measures 
and other information to preserve the scenario set-up for re-
use
SRML – representation of entity behaviors and dynamic 
execution of actions and interactions of the entities.
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Which Other Sim parts
























































































































Which Other Sim parts














































































































Which Other Sim parts
































































































I’d like to see us marry up the 
RPR BOMs with the DIS-XML
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Which Other Sim parts













































































































Which Other Sim parts

































































































10th AnniversaryPlan of Action
The following is a preliminary set of tasks and possible timeline for 
preparing for the Spring SIW demonstration:
– October 2006: Kick-off meeting (teleconference) BOM, C-BML, DIS-XML, MSDL, 
and SRML
– November 2006: Finalize scenario details regarding types and quantities, 
behaviors and controlled (scripted or goal-driven). Initial MSDL description of the 
scenario. candidate workbenches, platforms, tools etc. to be used.
– December 2006: Develop BOM object model definitions and conceptual models of 
the entities.  Refine the MSDL scenario description. Create C-BML expressions of the 
orders to be given to and executed by the autonomous vehicles. 
– January 2007: Refine BOM patterns of interplay and state machine descriptions in 
coordination with SRML description of same.
– February 2007: Begin integration of various descriptions into executable 
environment, generating DIS-XML messages to drive independent visualization (e.g., 
NPS AUV Workbench).
– March 2007: Finalize integration of the various representations demonstrating use 
of the selected standards for the chosen scenario.  Dry run Spring SIW demonstration 
narrative and actions.




We invite other PDGs to consider how they can participate 
in the Spring demonstration. 
We recommend that SISO consider 
– the concept of establishing a standing demonstration test 
bed
– that can be used by Product Development Groups 
– to demonstrate how emerging standards fit into the big 
picture 





The proposed demonstration architecture will show capabilities 
of the BOM, C-BML, DIS-XML, MSDL and SRML working 
together for a common scenario.
Coordination of the effort will be challenging, particularly 
considering that most efforts supporting SISO are performed 
on a volunteer basis, but the near and long-term benefits to the 
community would be significant.
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